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House Resolution 1370

By: Representatives Bell of the 75th, Willis of the 55th, Schofield of the 63rd, Olaleye of the

59th, Miller of the 62nd, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Atlanta Influences Everything; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, we are proud to recognize Atlanta Influences Everything (AIE), a seminal brand2

and creative consultancy that has woven itself into the very fabric of Atlanta's cultural3

tapestry, harnessing the boundless influence of Atlanta's rich heritage to foster positive4

change and unite communities; and5

WHEREAS, Atlanta, the vibrant heart of the South, stands as a beacon of innovation,6

diversity, and cultural dynamism; and7

WHEREAS, under the visionary leadership of founders Tory Edwards, Ian Ford, and Bem8

Joiner, AIE steadfastly champions the ethos of connectivity and blends the realms of civic9

engagement, corporate enterprise, and cultural expression to empower underrepresented10

communities and propel the creative economy forward; and11

WHEREAS, AIE's unwavering commitment to the three pillars of Creative (Culture), Civic12

(Community), and Corporate (Commerce) serves as a guiding light, bridging divides and13

fostering collaboration among diverse sectors of our city's populace; and14
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WHEREAS, AIE's platform serves as a catalyst for showcasing thought leaders and15

change-makers from every corner of our city, amplifying their voices, and magnifying their16

impact for the betterment of Atlanta and beyond.17

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that18

the members of this body recognize and commend Atlanta Influences Everything for its19

invaluable contributions to Atlanta's cultural vitality, economic resilience, and spirit of unity 20

as well as extend best wishes for continued success.21

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized22

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to23

Atlanta Influences Everything.24
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